
Redmine - Feature #18560

Show issues with custom field of type Version as related issues in the Roadmap

2014-12-04 08:34 - Sebastian Paluch

Status: New Start date:  

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee:  % Done: 0%

Category: Roadmap Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version:    

Resolution:    

Description

We use versions to track true SW releases and project milestones. We use the "Target version" to assign issues to true release

version and "Target milestone" custom field to assign to project milestone.

Currently the Roadmap shows only issues related to the version by looking on the "Target version" field. For milestones this results

with no related issues.

We would like the custom field of Version type to have a configuration option like "Show as related" and then Roadmap to show all

issues as related just like those with "Target version" including Estimated Time, Spend Time and other statistics.

Related issues:

Related to Redmine - Feature #685: New Custom Field "Found in Version" Closed 2008-02-18

Related to Redmine - Feature #20100: Custom version field that allows filteri... New

Related to Redmine - Feature #17962: Filterable versions in dropdowns (target... Closed

History

#1 - 2014-12-23 11:38 - Franco Mosto

+1

This would be a very useful feature, we have exactly the same need here..

I hope to hear good news about it soon

#2 - 2016-06-06 18:16 - Dipan Mehta

This issue appears very different from the issue #20100 . However, the same solution can follow.

Basically, you can have a 'custom field' "Type" for each version. And then, when you define any other custom field (for issue or otherwise) which is of

type version - it should ask for criteria as "field name" and values can be some conditions. If the field type has multiple values it can be selected which

ones applies. The versions qualified under that condition will then be appeared in the corresponding version field.

Specifically here, wherever the type= "MILESTONE" they must not be visible.

Following issues have almost the same demands: Do add related

#685

#14250

#18560

#17962

#20100

#3 - 2016-07-02 06:02 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Related to Feature #685: New Custom Field "Found in Version" added

#4 - 2016-07-02 06:04 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Related to Feature #20100: Custom version field that allows filtering versions in the list of options shown by "version's attached custom field" values

added

#5 - 2016-07-02 06:49 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Related to Feature #17962: Filterable versions in dropdowns (target version and custom version fields on issues) added
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